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MAPPING THE ARBORETUM

A S THE number of living plants has increased in the Arboretum,
the problem of locating individual species naturally has become

more and more difficult. Many thousands of individual trees and
shrubs representing over 7000 named species and varieties from the
north temperate zone of both hemispheres are growing in the glades
and on the hills within the Arboretum boundaries. A handy record
is essential to locate them when access to a particular species or vaÂ¬
riety is needed for horticultural or botanical purposes.

The basic plant records of the Arboretum are kept in card index
form. The data on the cards give the history of the plant, including
its name, origin, date of acquisition, number and the general collecÂ¬
tion (e.g. maples, lindens, etc.) in which it is to be found. Such a
record was adequate for its purpose as long as the collections were
comparatively small and each staff member could have a thorough
knowledge of the grounds. Experience eventually taught that a supÂ¬
plementary graphic record is absolutely necessary. Thousands of
plants spread over 265 acres of widely diversified grounds cannot be
exactly located by means of approximate references and brief deÂ¬
scriptions.

One of the important projects recently initiated at the Arnold ArÂ¬
boretum has been the actual mapping of the positions of all the trees
and shrubs in its extensive living collections. Prior to this time parÂ¬
tial surveys had been made, and maps covering certain sections had
been prepared which unfortunately were not kept up to date. The
new and complete survey will involve between seventy and eighty
maps, each measuring 2 by 2i feet. The progress made in the last
seven months indicates that the work will probably be finished by
the end of the present calendar year.



Two scales are being used: l" '.â€˜tO' and l" :10\ i.e. one inch to ̂ 0
feet and one inch to 10 feet. The maps are designed to show
in detail the positions of all small plants or shrubs cultivated in conÂ¬
gested areas, thus supplementing the standard ones. The scale :20''
is the standard adopted for the general maps where for the most part
tree species are involved.

The instruments used in our work would not satisfy the requireÂ¬
ments of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. They are essentially those
which were available to George Washington in the days of his youth,
that is, the magnetic compass, the alidade, and the chain. In their
modern form these instruments are available in the standard K. & E.
Traverse Table and in the usual 50 and 100 foot tapes. 1 he alidade
is the device that establishes a line of sight between two points. It
has a fore slit, a back vertical thread, and a side ruler that is scaled,
in our case to one inch for 40 feet. By putting the point to be â€œspotÂ¬
tedâ€• in line between the slit and the thread and scaling off its disÂ¬
tance on the table, one determines its position and its distance from
a station at which the instrument is set up. The distance between the
station and the plant is actually measured, or, if it is inaccessible,deÂ¬
termined by sighting the point from two or more different stations.
The intersection of the lines of sight gives the location sought.

Crude as these instruments are, they are surprisingly accurate if
the user has a definite understanding of their limitations. The normal
rate of error is about one foot in one hundred, which is more than
satisfactory for a survey of the type in which we are interested. SufÂ¬
ficient accuracy in the long range is assured by so called traverse lines
that connect landmarks within property limits. The partial surveys
are integrated on these traverse lines. Each partial survey shows the
positions of three or more trees in each adjacent area. Thus it is posÂ¬
sible to overlap the surveys on known points, singly and as a whole.
The disadvantages inherent to this manner of field work are apparent
to the professional surveyor. Its advantages for our particular work,
however, are simplicity of operation and availability of record with a
minimum amount of time and with limited personnel. About 180
acres were covered in sufficient detail to outline the main features of
the maps and to locate the majority of trees in about ten weeks of
actual operation. The use of precise instruments yields precise results,
but involves exacting requirements. It is debatable as to whether or
not the record secured by a regular survey would be more serviceable,
cost considered, than that secured by use of the traverse table.

The field record taken at the scale of EG 40' is assembled and reÂ¬
duced to the scale of l": 20', or l": 10'. Each map covering an area
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PLATE IV
All airplane view of the Arnold Arboretum
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